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V
Aence Cannot Solve
fora1 Problems - Adler
geology nor philosophy .
'^lace '" tne worlds culturfc|
* ' ■? v Have a place superior to
* '""'jence, stated Dr- Mortimer
spoke to a capacity au-

ttibent

lb*

democratic principles except that they
are our way of life. This Dr. Adler
condemns as no better than what the
VOL. LXIX. NO. 12
PRICE: 10 CENTS
BATE8 COLLEGE, LEW1STON, MAINE, WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 29, 1941
present Nazis are doing, for they are
fighting for their way of life. He went
Ch<ia>' niSht in the C°Uege on to say then that unless we can de**
"The Questions Science fend democracy, which is our way of
*' 0B-tt(.r\ By the very nature life, by truly rational and moral argu1
lbe famous philosopher ments and not because we are prejudiversity of Chicago went diced to it, unless we can find truly
,v must be superior to reasoned and moral grounds for dei say, ibey
fending democracy, it is not worth
81 sciences.
did Mr. Adler base his fighting for. Since such knowledge
ibe proving of these state- cannot be given to us by the natural
upon'
be emphasized the fact or empirical sciences, this then is one
but
"niisis attach too much impor- of the questions that science cannot
The regular Bates On the Air pro
** djeir studies, and he criti- answer. He implied that all moral
gram over WCOU tonight at 8:15,
Tomorrow, Thursday, the "day of
Owing to the difficulty of securing
<*'° iCieutists for attempting to questions are in tbe same category. an adequate number of trains to
this
week
will
take
a
new
form.
The
days"
will be here. It is this day
On
Nov.
3.
Bates
students
will
On Friday and Saturday, Oct. 24
d
u of the world's Problems by
Moreover, Dr. Adler went on to say, transport students to the Bowdoin and 25, the campus played host to Bates Radio Players, a new organiza- again have occasion to witness which the members of the Student
' Ued scientific abilities. Such science has limitations on it that pre- game this Saturday, it has been de- 500 returning alumni and treat- tion being formed under the direc- Charles C. (Show Me a Shot 1 Can't Council have designated to be one of
tion of Miss Lavinia Schaeffer, will Make) Peterson demonstrate the finer fun and merriment for upperclassmen
las «"»10t be answered by scl" clude its answering the questions cided to use busses to take those ed them royally to say the very least.
r, BIO»ledge, but must be an- that philosophy can answer. In the who wish to go to the game. Accord- It all started with the freshmen play supplant the 2a es Radio Cl-iae lor techniques of the art of billiards; at the expense of the neophytee of
f\ hy tbe knowledge gained in first place, the aim of science is not ing to Minert Thompson '43, secre- ing fairly and keeping their caps on this week's production.
pocket, straight-rail, and three-cush- the campus. Briefly, the day is devotand iheology
Miss Schaeffer is attempting to ini- ion, plus a bag full of fancy shots. ed to "Frosh Frolic". The following
to understand, there is no explana- tary of the Student Council and its so that the former students might
I
jly the important and inter- tion, but merely the description of representative in the arrangements more easily distinguish the neophyte tiate a new series of programs which Coeds and eds alike will have a rules and regulations which will be
will be a presentation \ii a numbet chance to see this fancy shot cham- stringently enforced, have been drawn
ring that Dr. Adler said in the connections of phenomena. Al- for the transportation, as many buss- from his matured brethren.
to college education and edu- though these descriptions are elab- es as are needed will be supplied.
Things really got going, however, of plays beginning with ibe tragedies pion perform at Chase Hall; men up with great care by the members of
„[ all km<ls >8 ^at it far over- orate, they are still only descriptions.
Tickets for admission to the game with the torch light parade behind oi o.d Greece and runuiug down to rrom one to three in the afternoon, the Council:
1. All Freshmen are to wear their
and women from seven to nine in the
the
sciences
in
the
eduizes
So the scientist is not concerned with will cost 55 cents and round trip bus the band and that mammoth, uproari- modern Broadway productions.
The play for this week is the "An- evening.
clothes directly in reverse to the
■ , gelds. Stating that although the substance of things or their tickets will cost 50 cents. Both may ous, glorious rally. Well over 700
usual manner. This meant:
.educational systems of this coun- causes. Furthermore science has an- be secured at the Alumni Gymnasium students and alumni packed tbe Gym- tigone" by Sophocles. The cast InMr. Peterson is one of the founders
cludes
Dorothy
Malhews
'42,
Anne
a. The regulation tie shall be worn
cil be most concerned with other practical limitation in that al- Office either this afternoon or tomor- nasium on Friday evening, to see the
of the development of college interest
.'.lomna '42, Gorge Kerwin "12, C. J.
in reverse with the bow on the back
row
afternoon.
spectacle
arranged
by
showmen
Irvl
ends,
and
that
although
only
though
it
supplies
many
things
which
B
in billiards, having Btarted about
of the neck.
, study of philosophy and theology can be the means of great advanceArrangements have been made by ing Mabee '42, Minert Thompson '43, Senior '42, Romeo Baker '45, Eman- eleven years ago on his nation-wide
b Shirts shall be buttoned over the
uel Goldman '45. The cuttings and
the
Student
Council
to
have
Saturand
Austin
Staples
"12.
Music
by
the
supply the means to these ends. ment, of the culture and civilization,
tours of American colleges. He is spinal column.
adaptations
have
been
made
by
Miss
; education is too much concerned it provides no way to control the use day classes dismissed at 11.30, and Band and the Bobcats, vocals by the
sponsored by the Association of Colc. Trousers shall be worn in reof these things for good, so they can meals will be arranged accordingly Men's Glee Club and an unquestion- Schaeffer herself.
, tbe scientific studies.
lege Unions and the Billiard Associa- verse with the belt directly under the
Membership
in
the
Bates
Radio
special interest to college stu- often be used for evil or destructive for those who desire to go. The buss- ably harmonious quartet, added color
Players will not be restricted only tion of America, two strong organiza- shirt buttons.
L and their professors were Mr. puposes.
Philosophical knowledge, es will probably leave from Rand and atmosphere tu the speeches and
tions which are fostering billiards in
d. The visors of the jockey hats
cheers, while students and alumni to the Robinson Players and Heelers a new light. The purpose of the tours,
Ijer's remarks about the disilluaion- however, can give us the answers to Hall at 12.15.
phall be worn over the neck.
organizations,
but
any
student
is
eligcombined
to
present
the
good-natured
o( tbe youths of college age these quustlons, and can dictate the
among other things, is to eliminate
e. Topcoat and suitcoat shall also
skit, "Faculty Foibles". Coaches Pond ible to become a participant upon the old conception that because one is
i the present world crisis. He use of these things supplied by scibe worn backwards.
satisfactory completion of adequate
andDeAngelis
sounded
keynotes
of
acs tbe cause of this disillusion- ence.
a good "pool" player his youth has
f All heavy sweaters except Voptimism that their boys went ahead tryouts.
BI and ol" the general unconcerned
Dr. Adler mentioned and proved
teen sadly misspent. On the contrary, necks are forbidden. The latter mutt
to substantiate on Saturday afterfamle toward defending democracy point after point upholding the theory
pocket-billiards and straight billiards be worn with the "V" in back.
With the establishment of a Reme- noon. Frank Coffin '40, the main
! democratic principles upon the that theology and philosophy can exare now in many circles inter-colleg. Light sweaters must be worn
professors of the modern in ist side by side with science, in the dial Speech class to work in coopera- speaker of the evening, was presentgiate competitions for both men and under the shirt.
tion
with
the
Remedial
English
class,
ed" ny Chairman Dave Nichols '42 as
Btions of higher learning. They sense that they are independent of
women, and they are rapidly gaining
This rule shall be in effect from
lie taught that nothing is objective- each other. As mentioned aboveT how- a definite trend of desire toward bet- speaking on "The History of the
in popularity throughout all colleges. 12 to 4:30 p. m. Freshmen having 11
ter student expression, both written Massachusetts Historical
Society",
itron? with the holding of opinions ever, he Insists that philosophy and
o'clock classes and eating at first
and orally, on the part of the admin- but deviated somewhat to prove that
It may be assured that Mr. PeterOutdoor fun in large proportions is
trtary to democracy and that theology are by the very nature of
meal may wait until 12:30.
istrators of the college is evident.
moral "victories" are often moral promised to Bates students this year son will keep the entertainment "on
> is no reason for fighting for the things superior to science.
2. From 7.30 a. m. until 3:30 p. m..
Last year, a successful Remedial "defeats".
by the Outing Club. Three well-at- the ball", for not only does he shoot
Freshmen
must carry upperclassEnglish class was establihed to help
Immediately after the rally, the tended and much-enjoyed mountain with great and amazing precision,
men's books at their request.
those who were awkward of expres- alumni and faculty held their get- climbs to Tumbledown, Baldpate, and but his bits of witticism assure the
3. Freshmen must perform housesion on the written page, and it is be- together in Chase Hall. At this time, Caribou Mountains have been held gallery of a full two hours' entertaincleaning duties at the request of uping continued. This year the faculty movies of the Tufts game were this year.
ment
perclassmen. A certificate from the
committee has authorized the estab- shown, followed by color shots of vaNext on the program is the conAll those who want to learn the upperclassman for whom work has
|7he iirst performance of the Kobin- Russ as brought to life by David Nick- lishment of a Remedial Speech class rious campus activities. During the struction of the skating rink behind
l'layers presentation of "Labur- erson '42. Nickerson evidently does under the direction of Miss Lydia period of recreation and dancing that the gym for advocates of the silver games or Improve their abilities, or been done shall be adequate guard
who just want to witness some fine against performing more than one
Grove" is just over a week ] not limit his admiration to Elsie but Frank, speech instructor.
followed. Mrs. Marion Mitchell Stet- blades. The rink, which is open to all,
shooting
are cordially Invited to chore.
also
he
shows
great
interest
for
Mr.
5. The rehearsals bring out once
The methods of procedure will not son '05 was announced as the winner will begin operations a few weeks become to Chase Hall at the designated
4. All Freshmen shall stand until
tow ike keen sense of casting of the Radfern's pocketbook. So Radfern's be very similar to that of the Eng of the door prize, two tickets to the fore Christmas.
hours
to
see
Mr.
Peterson
in
action.
upperclassmen
have been seated in
scheme
is
two-fold,
one
to
rid
himficiity director. Miss Lavinia Schaeflish class, however, since private con- coming State Series game with Colby.
The far-famed Winter Carnival in
the
Commons.
This applies to both
self
of
his
pceuniary
relatives
and
i She has also added many of her
ierences will supplant classes. These
On Saturday morning, after a spe- February is sponsored and directed
first and second meals.
JisHknown touches in the play which the other to eliminate the ardent conferences will be one-half hour cial chapel service, at which Profes- by the Club, and is the stellar attrac5. All Freshmen who have been the
Insure to make the first production and profit-seeking lover. Miss Wood- every other week. The participants sor Fred E. Pomeroy '99 spoke, many tion of this year's program. An allguests of the "Unholy Thirteen"
ard
uses
her
natural
charms
to
the
liiic 1941-1942 season a sure-fire hit.
will be those who will have been rec- of the alumni sat In on the classes college ski and skate will be held, toshall participate in a skit in front of
filbert Smith '44 portrays George utmost, portraying the beautiful but ommended by various faculty mem- and mused. At 11:30 a. m. over 100 gether with inter-dorm ski and skate
Hathorn Hall at 1:15 p. m.
slightly
innocent
and
love-sick
Elsie.
fern, well-to-do Englishman who
bers for deficient speech or lack of lunches were served in Chase Hall competitions. The coronation of the
6. Freshmen shall address all upperlots of money and a beauiiiul Mr. Nickerson also does a fine Job adequate ability to express them- under the supervision of the College Carnival Queen, and the Carnival
Thorncrag Cabin will be the scene
classmen
as "sir" and shall hold open
(Ugliier. He has to use all his in- of enticing Elsie as a means to an selves as clearly as possible, because Club and the Bates Key.
I/op will climax this Bates winter of a bull session, sponsored by the
the doors until the upperclassmen
of poor articulation and voices. Those
Wily to keep his pocket-prying end.
By 1:30 on Saturday afternoon, the fiesta.
Peace Commission of the Christian have entered.
The relatives, Mr. and Mrs. Baxly, who have been recommended for this crowd of nearly 5,000 who had poured
atives from walking off with his
Skiers will want to take the ski Association, on Monday evening,
7. Whenever an upperclassman
key. Smith does full justice to the portrayed by William Barr '42 and Remedial Speech will be unable to into Garcelon Field, were keyed up trips to Sabattus and Bridgton that Nov. 3. Supper will be served, buffet
shouts "Air Raid" at a Freshman,
Dorothy
Frost
'43,
respectively,
are
graduate
unless
they
have
satisfacfor a climactic event, and they wit- will be held in season. An Open style, and a nominal fee of ten cents
pad is sure to keep his audience
that Freshman shall IMMEDIATELY
"ssag to the end as to whether the sure to remind one of any distasteful torily completed the requirements of nessed one, as the Bates team, in- House at Sabattus is also planned. will be charged to cover the expense
drop to the ground and lying flat,
stilled with a spirit left unchilled by The Outing Club as usual will make of food.
Bane be puts up to rid himself of relatives. Mr. Barr brings out all the the course.
fire imaginary "A.A" shells at imagi1
Miss Frank is authorized to provide the wintry weather, sent Maine "back available, without charge, to all winrelatives is merely a scheme or craft and slyness which his characnary "Stukas". Appropriate sound
The
pros
and
cons
of
"The
Ameri!
enthusiasts
toboggans,
reality. His other precious pos- terization call for, while Miss Frost any kind of speech training which she to Orono" on the short end of a 13-6 ter-sports
effects should accompany this.
can
Foreign
Policy
and
Where
it
is
adds
much
to
the
comical
atmosphere
thinks necessary and aiequate. No score. It was a hard-fought game all skis, ski-poles and sleds.
■ston is his daughter, Elsie Rad8. A tug-of-war will be held between
I-eading
Us"
will
be
discussed,
with
Campers will be keenly interested
portrayed by Crete Woodard of the play with her characterization credit will be given to any student if the way and the University of Maine
Freshmen and upperclassmen on the
Dr.
Paul
Sweet,
Ph.D..
and
Dr.
Percy
(Continued on page four)
he is put into any other speech band epitomized the splendid sports- in the six canoe trips, three for men
■ 'no falls in love with Harold
L. Vernon, D.D„ leading the "ses- road directly behind Hathorn HalL
course, such as Public Speaking or manship shown, by playing the Bates and three for women, planned for
a. All participants are advised to
similar courses, if Miss Frank thinks Alma Mater as they marched away, next spring. Sixteen eighteen-foot sion".
change to old clothes directly after
it is necessary or proper to advise down through the streets of Lewiston. canoes are being purchased by the
This bull session and supper will their 3:30 class and then report to
As if two football games, a mam- Club and a trailer to carry them is be open to all those who are interesthim to do so.
the battlefield.
• • •
moth rally and numerous other events being built. Canoeists who want to ing in attending, and the group will
b. The side which pulls the other
were not sufficient to complete a use the canoes for private trips of a leave Hathorn Hall on Nov. 8, at
through a stream of water ejected
^e "Garnet", college literary pub- as a tribute to the enthusiasm and
never-to be-forgotten Back - to - Bates day or two will be able to borrow 5:30 p. m. A list will be posted in
«ion, will have its first appearance high standards of one of the finest
week end, the program was capped these new canoes, subject to certain Chase Hall where those who Wish to from a hose is declared the victor.
c. The losers are advised to repair
'fte school year on Nov. 15, it was men who ever taught at Bates. That
with the Varsity Club Dance in the restrictions.
go. may sign up.
to
warm clothing at once.
man
was
Professor
Albion
Keith
»unced yesterday by Miss'BarAccording to Robert Langermann
The annual Bates high school Play Alumni Gym. Here, from eight to
P» White '42, editor. This year the Spofford.
Day under the direction of the Wo- twelve p. m., over 500 people danced '42, hikers who wish to climb mounThe above rules will end at 4:30
Soon after graduating from Bates
Plication inaugurates a new policy
men's Athletic Association will be to the scintillating rhythm of the tains next spring can obtain transp. m., following the tug-of-war.
issuing five numbers as contrasted in the clase of 1904, Professor Spof- held Saturday, Nov. 8. Priscilla Bobcats, plus the added attraction of portation and advice from the Out- w
If by some freak of fate the Fresh
*e two of previous years. Nation- ford returned as an instructor in Simpson '42 is general chairman of three prizes awarded during the ing Club.
men win the tug-of-war, they will be
English Composition and Argumenta"spot dances".
Professor and Mrs.
P known advertisements will also
permitted to look'smug until 7:40 on
the committee in charge.
tion. At the age of twenty-six he beMonday.
r *tt added feature.
Eight high schools are expected to Lawrence D. Kimball and Coach and
Eugene Ayres '42, business mana1^ editorial staff, besides Miss came the professor in this depart- take part in and enjoy the activities Mrs. C. Ray Thompson served as
ager of the "Mirror", annual year[•to. claims Lysander Kemp '42 and ment. He accompished more during of the day's program which consists chaperones.
book), has announced that sittings
Jl Curtis '42 as assistant editors, his two years at this post than would mainly of athletic events such as
for senior class pictures have begun,
W deludes Robert Martell '43, seem creditable in spite of an illness games and relays.
The Campus Service Commission of and that cooperation in attendance
|*»ge Kolstad '43, Dorothy Maulsby which resulted in his death in 1909.
One of the special features of this
Therefore,
in
that
same
year
Presithe
Christian Association is prepar- on the part of of all whose names are
r 'Valerie Saiving '43, }une Atkins
year's program will be a basketball
ing to sponsor a picture exchange gal- posted on the main bulletin board
, Barbara Stanhope '42, Ralph Tul- dent George Colby Chase in his report demonstration Saturday afternoon.
The second in this year's series of
announced that "The Spofford Liter- This demonstration will be conducted
lery. At present there are seven pic- will be appreciated by both him and debate clinics sponsored by the Bates
,*and Elbert Smith '44, all of
The Alumni Gymnasium on Friday, tures in the collection. These are to the photographer.
,atave contributed to Bates pub- ary Club, composed of both young with the help of the WAA basketball
Interscholastic League for the benemen and young women, has been or club by Miss Chambers, state basket- Oct. 31, at 7:30 will be the scene of a be exhibited ae the dance on Satur"""s
Nancy
Gould
'43
will
serve
As in previous years, the pictures fit of high school debaters will be
M
ganlzed and its name and purpose con- ball chairman, from Portland.
rally as the Bates Bobcat gets ready day night, and there will be a drawing will be taken at the studio of Miss entertained Friday afternoon and
lnT 6<lit0r' and Harry Robinson '42
stitute a choice tribute to the memto
do business with the Polar Bear for them by those who desire one. Dora Clark Tash at 125 Main street evening by Dover, N. H., High
busines8
1 fat
manager.
ory
of
our
late
lamented
Professor
le,
of
Bowdoin
College.
• At this time a one dollar deposit is between 1.45 and 4.30 every week-day School Arnold Stinchfield '43 and
|< ^ y associated with the work
e
Alhough the rally will not be as required, but upon the returning of a afternoon. A two dollar deposit is re- Vincent McKusick '44 meet a UnviI.
"Garnet" staff are the activi- Spofford".
ot
Established
near
the
beginning
of
long,
it should instill as much enthu- picture this deposit will be refunded. quired at all sittings.
verslty of New Hampshire team in an
K
'he Spofford Club, campus
In this way the recipient actually
r-^ry
siasm
as,
if
not
more
than,
the
Maine
evening debate on the high school
■* organization. While the two the century, this club has functioned
Sophomore
Clan
President
Besides arranging for the taking of topic of universal military training.
gets the use of a picture for nothing.
v; ar
rally
did.
e actually independent ot for thirty-two years or for almost
Walter Davie announced yesterThis picture-lending project was pictures at the present time, the busiotn
As yet the main speaker of the
er, the "Garnet" depends one-half of the college's history.
day that plant for the annual
The program will be opened by a
first
started by Kathleen Curry '41, ness manager is preparing the budSome of its highlights date baclt
evening has not been announced.
for the collecting
Sophomore Hop are getting un*
I 'U(°nigingSpofford
former chairman of the Campus Ser- get and contracts with the publish- talk by David Nichols "42 on "How to
to
1921,
when
the
members
presented
There
will
be.
however,
talks
by
two
of literary material.
der way. Davit hat appointed
ers. The editorial manager, Richard Prepare for a Debate on Military
members of the football squad, Tom vice Commission, and is being car
^°e history of the Spofford Club original plays in the Little Theatre
Deane Hoyt dance committee
Horton '42, and Ayres are both Training" and Prof. Brooks Quimby
ried
on
by
Robert
Curtis
'42,
the
es a
occasions
termed
"Spofford
Flanagan '42 and John Slgsbee '42
» interesting picture of the on
chairman, and it leaving the teawaiting official approval of their will discuss the techniques of debate
The Rand Hall Follies, whose act present chairman. The system pro■J** of interest in creative writ- Night". In 1928 the Spofford Club,
iection of other members of the
working staffs by the Publishing As- presentation. Over twenty schools
vides
an
opportunity
for
students
to
u
proved so entertaining last year, will
° this campus—an interest which which until then had published a magsociation before proceeding further on of Southern New Hampshire are excommittee with Hoyt The date
have
access
to
some
really
fine
works
cu
again display their talent ht this
V
'minated in a five edition azine section in the STUDENT, ispected to be represented at the clinic.
and theme of the dance art not
any actual work.
of
art
throughout
the
year.
tor the
rally.
Ikfc
"Gan»ef. But the sued the first copy of the "Garnet".
yet
known.
(Continued on peg* four)
■beans more than that; it stands

Busses Transport
Students To Bowdoin
Game, Bus Tickets
On Sale In Gym
Today, Tomorrow

Z&

500 Grads Enjoy
Successful Visit

New Radio Group Frosh Frolic Program
Broadcasts Tonight Jolts Campus Tomorrow
Present "Antigone"
First; All Students
Eligible For Tryouts

Peterson Displays
Cue Skill Monday

Clothes In Reverse,
Air Raid Practice,
Mark '44's Ignominy

-

College Establishes
Remedial Speech Plan

OC Promises Members
Year Oi Out Door Fun

[Laburnum Grove" Cast
rolishes Last Rehearsals

Sweet And Vernon Lead
Thorncrag Bull Session

\lpofford Club Aids "Garnet
htfln Five Issue Schedule

Eight High Schools
Participate In Play Day

Mirror" Staff Arranges
Senior Class Photos

CA Sponsors Campus
Picture-Lending Project

Football Players Speak
At Friday Night Rally

Dover N. H. Entertains
Second Debate Clinic

Deane Hoyt Heads
Soph Hop Committee

I

■
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THE §At£« STUDENT, WEDNESDAY, OfJTOftER », 1»*1

two

The

BATES STUDENT

IMPrinU

•Now is the time, the walrus said
To talk of many things
Only Instead of "shoes and ships
(FOUNDED IN 1S7S)
and sealing wax", let's talk about
Back-to-Bates. Even as the geese fly
(Student Office • Tel. 378*J)
(The Auburn Newt - Trt. 3010)
southward and the swallowB go back
EDITOR
■ -....,
(TeL 8-3398)
RALPH F. TULLER '42 to Caplstrano (remember ) so do the
grads, old and new, come back
MANAGING EDITOR
(Tel. 84122) j . JOHN C. DONOVAN '42 Bates every fall. With apologies to
Assistant*: Kobert Scott '43, MitcheU Melnick '43. George Hammond '43.
Social Symphonies, did you see MarKobert Macfarlane '44, Paul Edward Founder '44, Michael Touloumtzis
ilyn and Helene. (do I hear rapturous
'44, Ella SantiUi '43, Janice Jayne '43, Gladys Bickmore '42, Bradley
sighs from Horton and Robinson?)
Dearborn '44, Rita Silvia '44. Evelyn Marsden '44, Nina Leonard '44.
Maxie and Tottie. Netta, Sully. Jo
Marie Radclifle '44, Virginia Hunt '44.
and Bobby? They were among the
many who chortled over Faculty
NEWS EDITOR
(Tel. 84364) .,
NORMAN J. BOYAN '43 Foibles, cheered our red-hot team on
to a "moral victory in the TRUE
Stall: Richard Horton '42, Richard Baldwin '43, Arthur Fontaine '43, .Mitchsense" over the now-skinless bear.
ell Melnick '43, Aimon Fish '44, Paul Fournier '44, Harry C. Barba '44,
and cut the Chase Hall rug into diFrancis Gingras '44, Albert Guttenberg '44, Michael Touloumizis '44.
lapidated strips.
Reporters: Richard Dearborn '41, Duront Brown '42, David Nickerson '42,
... - ! No, it's not propaganda.
William Worthy '42, Webster Jackson '43, Robert Martell '43, Thomas
This
time it means Victory for Bates!
Winston '43, Donald Day '44, Deane Hoyt '44.
Not that we think cooking and lootNews Commentary: Ella SantiUi '43, Lysander Kemp '42.
ball mix, but we just can't resist giv8PORT8 EDITOR ■
(Tel. W364) — JACK STAHLBERQER '43 ing you our favorite recipe for Foot
ball Flapjacks. Are you ready with
Staff: Robert Scott '43, Marcel Boucher '43, George Hammond '43, Carl
paper and pencil? Ingredient*:
Monk '43, Thomas Winston '43, Norman Tufts '43, Harvey C. Barba '44,
11 Bates Bobcats
Edmund Gibson '44, Michael Touloumtzis '44, Robert A. Mauariane '44.
11 Maine Bears
WOMEN'S EDITOR
(Tel. 3206-M)
RUTH J. STEVENS '42
1 weU-browned pigskin
Mix thoroughly and pour on a wellReporters: Dorothy Frost '42, Dorothy Foster '42, Helen Martin '42, Elizagreased gridiron. We'U leave the rest
beth Moore '42, Patricia Bradbury '42, Gladys .Bickmore '42, Janice
to you. By the way, does anyone hapJayne '42, Arlene Chadbourne '43, Ella SantiUi '43, Virginia Wentworth
pen to know whether or not WiUiam
'43, Barbara Boothby '44, Jean Guilds '44, Lucy Cornelius '44, Bradley
B. Ford of Lambda Chi has found his
Dearborn '44, Virginia Hunt '44, Nina Leonard '44, Helen Laird '44,
driver's license?
Evelyn Marsden '44, Marie Radcliffe '44, Sla Rizoulis '41, Rita Silvia
We wish to announce officially the
'44, Esther Foster '44.
formation of a new Association on
Cub Reporters: Helen Mason '42, Patricia Miller '42, Martha Burns '43,
Campus: R. H. O. M. G. W. A. TransAnn Parsons '43, Dorothy Fenner '43, Alice Spooner '44, Frances
lation: Rand Hall Old Maids and
Walker '44, Shirley Whiting '44, Anne Locke '44, Amy McComble '44,
Grass Widows Ass'n.
Eleanor Darling '44, Miriam Cram '44, Virginia Simons '44.
Official theme song: The Old Rand
Gals; they ain't what they used to be
BU8INE88 MANAGER
(Tel. 84398) _*- CHANDLER BALDWIN '42
three long years ago.
Back-to-Bates has BEN a happy ocADVERTISING MANAGER
(Tel. 8-3398) _. GEORGE CHALtTZKY "'42
casion for some, including Al Turner.
CIRCULATION MANAGER
(Tel. 3962-J)
JOSEPH HOWARD '42 (Note, the first, last and only pun in
this column!) Then, of course, there
Staff, Howard Baker '43, Stephen Bartlett '44, Richard Becker '43, Robert
\vas Ruthie and Frauk, Ken and Bud,
Goodspeed '44, John Hennessey '43, Vincent McKusick '44, David
apple pie and cheese. (Yes, they go
KeUaey '44.
THAT well together.) We also have
some cons-.la'ion lor the Ou Maids.
Did you see the Chester Parkers and
HEPRESENTEO TOR NATIONAL ADVERTISING »r
the
Charles Crookers? Smarty and
Published weekly during the college
National Advertising Service, Inc.
Lib were Rand girls theranelves,
College Publishers Representative
year by the Students of Bates College
420 MADISON Ave.
NEW YORK. N. Y.
once.
CHICAGO • BOSTOH • LOt ANSEICS ' SAH F*AHCISCO
Let's say it with flowers: Four
bunches of violets to those shy, retiring characters, Boothby, Horton.
Entered as second-class matter at
Member
Johnson and Temple; an orchid each
the Post Office, Lewlston, Maine
to Dave Nichols, Mr. Coffin, Coaches
P&ssocidecl Cblle&iale Press
Pond and DeAngelis; a pink rosebud
Distributor of
Subscription
for every Bobcat, (the swingsters),
S, Golle&iate Di6esl
82.50 per year In advance
and a laurel wreath for every Bobcat,
(the football squad). Last of all, we
mustn't forget a lily for each Maine
man . . .
To end on a musical note—TchaiAfter three years of college we've all heard the Alma Mater kovsky and Glenn Miller are still hobplayed and sung so many times that only on particularly exciting nobbing at the Qual. Pardon me, boy,
is that the Chattanooga Choo-choo?

A Stein For Maine

| Campus Camera

By Harriet Gray '43

ON
"THE SEAS"

GREATEST COLLEGE ATHLETE-

I*!*!

OF ALL THE IMMORTALS COLLEGER
HAVE PRODUCED J1NCE ™E TURM OF THE
CENTURy.ONE.AM IMWAN,STAWDSHEADW4D
.SHOULDERS AKX/E THE REST. THORPE ENTERED CARLISLE MOAN SCHOOL IN 1906 AND
SOON BECAME TIC TERROR OF EASTERN
SRIDIRONS. HE WAS AN ALL-AMERICAN
HALFBACK IN 1911 AND 1912. FROM FOOT- .
BALL, J!M TURNED TO TRACK AND WON
\
THE PENTATHLON AND DECATHLON M THE
WI2 OLYMPICS. HE WAS ALSO A STAR IN
BASEBALL,BREAKING INTO THE MAJOR.
LEAGUE WITH THE NEW YORK. GIANTS.

«;
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"POP'" WARNER. „
NOW ASST. COACH AT SAN
JOSE STATE, WAS THE RED
TERRORS MENTOR AT
• • • CARLISLE • ■ •

As A PROFESSIONAL ATHLETE
THOKPE EARNED MORE THAN «IOO *X>
BUT HE DID NOT PROVIDE FOR THE FUTURE
HE IS NOW LIVING IN LOS ANGELES
EARNING WHAT HE CAN AS A MOVIE
• • • EXTRA • ■ • •

Coed Sees Social Work
In Real Life Setting
By Jean Kenneston '42

The chance to watch the Inside
workings of all aspects of a widexeaching and important profession for
four' whole weeks does not come
along very often. However, it did happen this past summer, and five coeds
from New England colleges were in
on it We were the guests of the Family Welfare Society of Boston for a
month. We were not there to learn to
be social workers, or even to be persuaded into thinking that we might
like to be. The real purpose of our
visit was for us to get in on the way
social work operates nowadays and
to understand the underlying philosophy. And so Junior Month was started
several years ago. We were brought
into contact with social work, not
through lectures and theoretical discussions but rather, through actually
eeeing people doing it and by hearing
them tell of actua/ cases. Our visits
covered all sides of the professiongroup work, case work, community
organization—and all kinds of agencies, private and public.

occasions do we appreciate the song as much as it deserves. One
such occasion occurred last Saturday afternoon.
Boston Agencies
CLUB NOTES
The University of Maine Band, after watching their football The first meeting of the Politics Are Efficient
In several ways we were extremely
team lose, marched off the field in perfect formation. The song Club was held at Libbey Forum at lucky.
In the first place, the city of
seven o'clock on Tuesday evening,
they were playing was not the Maine Stein Song, as might have Oct 28th. Ex-Mayor Beauchamp of Boston has an outstanding set-up for
been expected, but the Bates Alma Mater. It was one of the most Lewiston addressed the group on social work. The organization of its
"The Increased Power of state over agencies leads to a high degree of
sportsmanlike acts we've seen in a long time.
efficiency. Furthermore we were
City Government".
Sportsmanship, after all, is not out of place, even among the Der Deutsche Verein held its first lucky again in that our host agency,
four Maine colleges. Perhaps the good loser theme can be given too meeting, an initiation meeting for the Family Welfare Society of Bosmembers, at Thorncrag on Tues- ton, i3 probably the most outstanding
much emphasis, but we still like the man or the team or the col- new
day, Oct 28th. Ruth Jache '43 and in the city. To single out one or two
lege that can take it as well as dish it out. When we all go down to Charles Buck '42 were in charge of parts of the month which were most
Brunswick next week we'll be hoping that Ducky's boys will run the program and refreshments. Prof, interesting would be Impossible since
and Mrs. Harms, Prof, and Mrs. they were all equally fascinating.
thTpants off Bobby Bell and Company. But whether Bates wins or Buschmann,
Dr. and Mrs. Leonard, However, we did agree that our week
loses—and we know darned well that Mickey or Del can pass rings and Mme. Laurent were the chaper- of actual case work done in the districts was quite an experience. The
around anybody in the Bowdoin backfield—there will be no reason ones for the outing.
why any Bates student should feel called upon to paint signs on the
press box, tear down the goal posts, or break windows in the fra- group of Maine men, and the daubing of blue paint on the press
ternity houses. That wouldn't be showing school spirit; it would box of Garcelon Field. "In the old days" they would "never have
be simply a proof of intellectual and emotional immaturity. It gotten away with it." We're thankful they did get away with it, if
getting away with it means that no one hit anybody with a basewould be just plain dumb.
ball bat. A fist fight at the Back-to-Bates rally would have given
the newspapers plenty to write about, but such cheap publicity is
something we don't need and don't want. The few irresponsible
Spirit-Fighting Foolishness?
men who caused the disturbance have been disciplined by their
Some people are apparently under a misconception as to just own authorities, and the outstandingly sportsmanlike action of the
what this thing called spirit is. To our way of thinking, the ancient Maine band has made clear to us that our ideas of what an athletic
idea of fights and brawls as an important part of an athletic rival- rivalry should be are shared by at least one other college in this
ry is a little out of date. From the Bates viewpoint, it might be ad- state.
vantageous if someone kidnapped Adam Walsh or Jimmy Dolan,
Sure we want Bowdoin to get licked next Saturday, and cerbut we doubt if anyone will be stupid enough to try it. And yet, tainly we want to beat Colby on Armistice Day. But that's only
almost inevitably, the cry goes up for a return to the spirit of "the because we feel that Bates may very well be the best football team
good old days," when a spectator was more likely to get a knot on in Maine. We'll yell our fool heads off if we win, and we'll be awthe head or a bloody nose than were the players. If we don't bring fully disappointed if we lose. But in neither case do we see the need,
back the goal posts from Brunswick or the mule from Waterville of tearing down goal posts or engaging in gang fights. In fact, we'd
we will be condemned as a bunch of sissies. Which is about the get a much greater thrill if our own band saw fit to follow the example set by that of the University of Maine.
most childishly asinine condemnation we've heard of.
We suspect, and of course we lack the judgment which comes
There's plenty of spirit at Bates. We only hope that the vocal
only with mature experience, that the beloved good old days were expression of that enthusiastic loyalty will be of a greater intenfar less wild and wooly than the legends tell us. And we suspect sity than that demonstrated by the opposition. In other words, we've
also that the very persons who cry for a return to ruffianism would got to out-yell the Bowdoin stands. That will be the time to forget
be the first to shout to high heaven if any damages were incurred about our emotional stability. But if the students of this college,
or of any other, so far forget themselves as to cause property damby this college.
Which brings up two topics that perhaps, might better be left age, they will be doing nothing more than making a plain, everyunmentioned—the so-called "invasion" of Friday night's rally by a day fool of themselves.

fact that none of us were natives
made it quite amusing. If you don't
know Boston try talking with some
one that does. Some of our funniest
experiences came from our trips to
and from our assignments—for instance, the time I went to South Boston via Cambridge (the roundabout
way, to you).
Each of us was assigned to one of
the thirteen branch offices and were
under the supervision of one of the
case workers. Our supervisors gave
us some of their cases to visit. We
found our clients friendly and hospit
able. This was because their relationship with this particular agency Is
usually pleasant. The plan of this
agency as well as others is to help
people to help themselves, to carry
out plans which they themselves have
thought out. It was surprising how
many people did not want money but
rather just needed someone with
whom they might express their feelings. This part of the case work is,
we found, almost as important as
giving actual material aid.
Workers Hear
Clients' Problem*
There was the case of an elderly
woman who was too old to keep on
living in her home alone. She always
had an excuse whenever the case
worker came to suggest a change.
She was too old to pack her belongings or she did not have the right
clothes or some other excuse was
always offered. The case worker knew
that her real trouble was that she
could not bear to think of giving up
all the things which she had held
dear for years and years. It was the
worker's Job to help her slowly get
used to the Idea ,of leaving It aU be
bind and of getting used to a new
place. With her training tor this type
of problem the worker was able to
handle the situation skilfully.
Our work was not usually as difficult as this but we did visit homes
and work out minor problems. I remember visiting a home from which
the last worker had been ushered out
emphatically and in no uncertain
terms. My call was a pleasant one
and almost disappointing in its serenity. Possibly it could have been
because I had news of a Job for the
man and the last worker had had to
refuse the family money when they
asked for it Then there was the case
of the two little boys in one family
who were behavior problems. It was
my job to make a home visit and observe the children. It gave me a
chance, too, to notice the home conditions, the parents' attitude toward
each other and toward the children.
Children Benefit
From Summer Camps
Several other trips were made to
tell families of plans made for children to go to camp. This is an important service In the summer, because
the agencies have access to several
fine camps. For instance, little Polly
Played "America" on an old broken
down piano, one of three pieces of
furniture in one of the three rooms
in which PoUy and her parents and
brothers and sisters live, while I told
(Continued on page four)

Since the outbreak of the second World War eleven American
owned merchant ship* have been
sunk on the high seas. This
brings the total of lives lost up
to ninety-four or more. The majority of the vessels have been
sunk in the Atlantic, implying
the work of Nazi submarines.
Secretary of State Cordell Hull
has defined the acts as "in harmony with all the definitions of
piracy and assassinations". The
President is standing by Mr.
Hull, and while no definite step
has been taken to stop the raiders, the United States fleet has
indicated that the waters of the
northern Atlantic are being closely guarded as defense waters.
The Berlin press has taken the
attitude that it is the work of
British submarines preying td
promote a "war hysteria" here
in the United States. However,
Mr. Albert V. Alexander, First
Lord of the United States Admiralty, has stated that America has
been rendering invaluable aid In
protecting merchant shipments.
At first the navy scouted the
presence of submarines, but since
Sept. 11, the President has given
orders to "shoot the Axis raiders
on sight".
• • •
BLOODSHED
IN FRANCE

Last week a German official,
Lieut. Col. Paul Frederick Hotz
was shot to death as he was
crossing a square in Nantes. The
German Chief of Staff in France
ordered that to avenge his death
fifty French prisoners were to be
put to death. A reward was offered for information concerning his
death, and the order that fifty
more men would be executed if

the killer was not discover*
This did not stop the I
of another German ofn
"I
Bordeaux. The Nazis ^ M
seized one hundred Lostai, w>
put half of them to deathT"'
acts are noted a» behg lh
terrible reprisals since th
break of the "Second C%l
France": lot still the re^
sabotage, and outbreak, J^i
in France.
Marshal Henri petaiD
to his countrymen to
sistance and offered himseu
a hostage to the xa2i3 u
brought affout a temporary,
prieve on the execution o£ fif fr !
the hostages.
ON THE
RUSSIAN FRONT

The Germans are op^
new drive on Russia with Ieio.
forced troops and renewed %.
Stalin has taken personal ct*'
mand of the defense work aJ
intends to fight on against Get-'
many, aided somewhat by th,
onset of the fierce ltussiau water.
PROPAGANDA

The Nazi government ha
launched an increasingly violent
attack on the United States
through its presses. They hare
attacked President Roosevelt u
a "criminal wa'rmonger" wa0 jj
trying to draw the "peace loving j
American people" into a Tat
against their wishes. While they
are filling their papers full of
these invectives, they are, at the I
same time, neglecting to inlom
the German people of the sinking |
of the Lehigh and the Bold Venture. However, the casualties ot
the Kearny were exploited to the
fulL

Mitchell House Gains Name
From First Woman Graduate
Attending college for four years
involves a continuous series of
changes from year to year. We see
classmates come and go, new buildings take form, faculty members retire and new ones take their places
—the list might be much longer.
An example of the mobile nature
of our campus life was found in returning to campus this Fall to learn
that Stevens House is no longer a
dorm by that name. While some of
us have taken it passively with an
"Oh, is that so? "attitude, others
have wondered about the reasons and
background for the change. What are
the stages this bouse has gone
through in becoming a full-fledged
dormitory? Who is Mary Mitchell for
whom it has been named? How has
it beeu different from the other women's residences? Why all the concern anyway?
In searching for adequate answers
to these queries, it is learned that not
many years back Stevens House was
quite apart from college property. At
one time Its rooms were rented by
the private owner, Mrs. Stevens, who
continued to live in the rear section.
By common conception the house was
thought of on campus as a boys' dormitory, as much as were Parker Hall
or John Bertram.
The following year, 1939, the college Itself rented these rooms for use
by Bates girls, since the dormitories
then being occupied did not take care
of an Increasing enrollment Several
alterations and improvements were
made for the convenience and comfort of the girls. The Stevens family

continued to inhabit their rooms inl
the back of the house. This arrange-!
ment continued for two years.
The college felt, however, that it I
would be more desirable to own thai
house, and the administration sue I
ceeded in purchasing it this year. lt|
is now exclusively a women's dormitory, with considerable renioi'-'
fresh coat of paint, an-"
Mary Mitchell'
should be pn
tielil
pioneer In t
_uaa graduate I
having been i
ollege. It w|
of any New
r for her >|
not as easy
;lit think. Th
achieve this
j ba allowed!
fact that wo
an iastitu'.:*!
the advantage
hat ttne. very I
as Bates, wa:
eaten (Us* I
widely accept
pas and ciasi-l
favor having
h by haViBil
rooms inter!
members of t_» uvvusiie sex prese"11
She finally won admission, however,!
and was graduated in 1S69, a»d "'
1872 received her M.A.
Miss Mitchell, since that time WI
taught in Worcester, Mass.; has *J |
a professor at Vassar College; '
was instrumental in founding *|
West Chester Park School for V*>*
ladles in Boston. She later served *>
an instructor in the public sen
system of Laconia, N. H.. and WWj
has been principal of a private set (
for girls.
MitcheU House —the >"oungeS' .
the dormitory family—is one o( ^
latest indications of the coDti°U°J
expansion and improvement "
|
college, and bears the name of a P
educator, of whom Bates Is Pr°u

ALUMNI NEWS

Marita Dick '39 received the certi- . former all-around athleW tfd ?«*
flcate of pubUc health at MIT and is'-dent of Student Council
grooP
now assistant director of health edu-1 Helen Cary May '39 Is 4olng " Setlne9S
cation for the Tuberculosis Institute work at the House fo H»PP . d
husM»
of Chicago and Cook County.
tlement, Chicago, while her
0
Eugene S. Foster '39, instructor of studies in the School of So '
speech at the University of Maryland, vice, Chicago University.
^
and Eizabeth Mae Daniels of New
Helen Martikainen '39 ls .^
York City were married Aug. 2*. Each education supervisor for the B ^
held a master's degree from Syra- Tuberculosis and Public Hea jjrt
cuse University. He is the son of clety. She has been studying a
Mrs. Itosa Lamb Foster, who is the for the past two years.
-j|
hostess at the Women's Union.
Milton A Nixon '39 was a*^
e
Caroline Pulsifer '39 is a social to the Maine Bar Sept 2.
^|
case worker for the Associated Chari- practice in Portland until Uncle
ties, Institute of Family Service calls.'
^i.
Cleveland, Ohio.
Mark Lelyveld '40, with «>
,
ls
■
Joseph Canavan '39, instructor in from Columbia University.
the high school at Whitman, Mass.. newspaper work on The "
and Mabel Marie Neal of Danforth Times, New Bedford, Mass. He
were married June 18. The groom is former editor of the STUDENT-
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Garnet Tramples Black Bear To Cop Series Opener 13-6
gridsters Point For
gecond Series Win
gears Smarting
fr0m Discouraging
Season Record

SPORT SHOTS
By Carl Monk '43

SPARKPLUG

. capturing the first leg of the
ilte
the Bates Bobcats will
I jute Series
j
„ make it two straight over
I , n next week at Brunswick.
rake no mistake about it, Adam

l^anJ

It was by far the best game 01
the year from a Bates standpoint.
Not only did the team outscore
the Black Bear, but completely
mangled him in the statistical
check-up. This is the first time
this year that Bates has come out
on the better end in statistics.

uis boys are really Bmarl

"

l-r that trouncing they received
I"*! hands of Colby, and as a reI.. tie "■"
'' ^e Bobcats will have to show
|*"e«8»iu how they can fight.
doin, led by Captain Bobbie
jiu never a soft touch. Theii
, backs have a great reputation
,speed and power, and the line will
I tense slightly over 180. In the
-ttfield besides Bell are Jim Dyer,
I
nolan, Ed Coombs, Ed Martin
. Dill Elliott, all of whom are vet—s. Every one is capable of going
I due* «he11 ouce 8haken k110 t*16
l^ea, and judging from past perform- MICKEY WALKER *43 is receiving
laees of the Bowdoin line the Garnet well earned praise for his superb per|«r»ard »aU will really have to hit formance against Maine Saturday.
Despite an injured shoulder, Mickey
Lrd.
passed, kicked and ran till the Black
I Polar Bear
Bears were dizzy.
I Line Formidable
ja the center slot is big Bob
D'Bnen, tipping the scales at an even
■at. Guard positions will probably see
I | Georgitifl, George Hutchins, and
\\t* Valiades alternating, while Bill
IjSDonton and George Smith seem to
are tackle posts well clinched. EithI ■: Brad Hunter, Clark Young, Bud
iBenoit or George Altman will fi.l
Ills t»o end positions. Howe\er, all
|<ill see pienty of action.
Tbe center of the local line apIjears net with Harlan Sturgis, who
IjlaycJ a swell game against Maine,
|u the likely starting center, while
IBo Cronin is ready as relief. Alllllaine George Parmenter and Chief
iHowaiih will again get starting posts
lit tUe guards. Tall Norm Johnson and
■soph Jack Shea are the tackles (miff
laid). 1'robably even Coach Pond
tai not know who his starting ends
tf be. Undoubtedly Johnny James,
I tamy Young, Red Francis, and
I.Vonn Ma:shall will all see service.
lack of Reserves
I Ml Dogs Locals
After ihe whale of a game that he
Iftjed last week, little Joey LaRolielle aeems a certainty as the blocklag back, while Johnny Sigsbee's bad
(Continued on page four)

They traveled over a hundred
miles
to try It
They raised
vociferous
protest at the rally
to help it They repainted the
stands to glorify it. But they oouldn't
change the Bobcat to a woodspussy.
In fact, the only noticeable animal
alteration was one from boisterous,
cocky bear to a deflated excuse for a
parlol rug.

14 Basketeers Report
To Coach DeAngelis
With but two more State Series
football games left to be played, the
pigskin will soon be packed away and
basketball will again make its debut.
In fact, basketballs once more began
to swish through the nets in Alumni
Gym as Coach Jimmy DeAngelis issued first call for an informal practice last Thursday night. With many
of the potential basketball candidates
now in football togs, practices will be
held or^at occasionally at the boys'
convenience until f00/ ball bows out
of the sports picture.
Coach DeAngeis was highly pleased
with Thursday's turnout of fourteen
candidates. Equipment was issued
and the evening was spent in various
passing and shoctlng drills followed
by a short scrimmage. These first
few informal practices will be held
merely so that those candidates now
out will get accustomed to handling
the ball once more.
Those, who reported Thursday night
included: Norman Boyan, Carl Monk,
Bob McNeil, Deane Hoyt, Kempton
Coady, Bob Cote, Thomas Winston,
John McSherry. "Al* Aucoin, David
Shiff, Edward Thomas, "Al" Wight,
"Wally" Driscoll, and Ted Boulter.

Gu.
BY PARKER'S
BLUE DIAMOND/

i'ij

Room to

There were three sixty minute men
on the Bates eleven, Saturday, Parmenter, Shea, and N. Johnson, with
Sturgis and Howarth playing nearly
the whole game. These five men, who
form the meat between the bread in
the Bates line, were the big reasons
why the Maine ground attaek failed
to produce a score in the last half.
With about 52 of the 60 minutes behind them and with wave on wave of
Maine's rested substitutes coming in,
intent on rolling over the tired Bobcat, the final test arose. And rising
to meet it and throw it back was this
Bates line. We know that there were
two big touchdowns scored by the
hard-running backfield and that the
whole backfield played superbly, but
we think that the line, opening up
holes in the first half and digging in

For the third successive year, the
team to beat in the annual crosstenaciously in the last half to protect country meet to be held at Augusta
the lead, in spite of overwhelming on Friday will be the University of
odds of numbcis and endurance, was Maine. For some strange reason
Maine seems to be able to consisthe big cog in Saturday's win.
tently turn ouA outstanding crossThe funniest event of the year
country teams.
saw Jim Scott pluck a fumble
Maine this year lacks an outstandfrom a pile-up and stand nonchaing runner of the calibre of Don
lantly holding the ball, while four
Smith, but nevertheless has a well
officials and twenty-one players
balanced team all down the line.
looked for it in the pile.
Public enemy number one to the Likely to lead the Maine pack are
Bates players and fatu was Lowell Moody and Martinez, two very good
Ward, who not only incensed the distance men. Closely following these
team by his high tackling but added men will be Ham and Esterbrook.
insult to Injury by taking a pass for
Bowdoin has not the team balance
the tying touchdown.
to challenge Maine. It has in Hillman,
Next week, it's another bear
we're gunning. Only this one is
white and he isn't apt to be a
bit cocky. In fact, he's pretty
lean because of a dearth of palatable victories and, in addition, he
won't be coming into our backyard hunting for bobcat meat.
It's a question of our going after
it.
There is one thing that will give
the Bates team added confidence for
this game, however, and that is the
fact that the team should be in better
physical condition for this encounter
than they were for the Maine game.
But the hardest job confronting
Coach Pond, this week, is keeping
the team at the peak they reached,
Saturday.
If they can remain the
same mentally and improve physically, we may be eating bear steak again
next Saturday evening.

Bobcats, Bom In '75,
Meet East's Top Teams
By John Kobrock '44
Football here at Bates had its first esting note is that there are two
trial encounter when a handful of men, still living. Brlggs '78, Hutchins
Batesmen scrimmaged the second '79, who played In that first game.
team of Tufts College on Nov. 6, 1875. An issue of the STUDENT for 1877
However,
the
modern
collegiate mentioned only spring practice and
brand was not accepted by the fac- interclass rivalry in this branch of
ulty until 1893. This was three years athletics.
A lean period came after the seaafter the first baseball gamfe on the
campus. The first game was the con- son of 'S9, caused largely by the anesequence of an invitation by Tufts mic condition of the Athletic Assoto combat on the gridiron. The ob- ciation treasury, founded in 1880. A
jects of the participation in a rela- further reason, too, for this quiet intively unknown sport (to them) was terlude, is that there had been some
to gain experience and to make prejudice against football as being
'pleasing" acquaintances with thf brutal.
For an institution the size of
men of Tufts. It is reported that they
Bates, it has met some of the most
did the latter admirably.
formidable elevens of the East.
Tufts Takes
Among them we find: Amherst (with
First Game
"Every man who had failed to dls- whom we have revived our contests
tinquish himself in baseball seemed this year). Brown, Dartmouth, Harpossessed with the idea that here vard, Holy Cross, NYU, West Point,
was an opportunity to immortalize Yale, Boston College, and BU. Some
himself". A set of 21 rules was used, of the results of these games are very
differing from the Rugby rules later interesting. For instance, during the
adopted. The game was a close battle years 1899-1902 we played Boston
until the "third half hour" when a College and defeated her twice and
lame Tufts player was replaced by a tied once, the remaining contest going
fiesh substitute, who easily eluded to the Bee Cee's. When Bates scored
the "affectionate" grasps of the upon Harvard in two consecutive
Bates players and completed a run years in 1905, 1906, the Boston Globe
in the end zone. Thus Bates ventured stated that it was a record for small
into football with an unofficial loss colleges. Coming up to 1930, out of a
already chalked up, before the school seven-game schedule we were beaten
(Continued on page four)
bad really begun the sport An inter-

SUPER-CHARGE

Murphy's

with a Third More Ink

For Campus Wear Bright New Sweaters

than average of three well-known
»ac-fype pens, due to Parker's patented
One-Hand Sacless Vacumatic Filler

$2.95

The home picture is not too bright.
It is safe to say, however, that the
Bates runners will improve on their
showing of the last three weeks. In
Bert Smith we have a runner who
is slowly becoming accustomed to
cross-country running and should
place well up in his first year of varsity competition. John Grimes and
Gordon Corbett have been fighting all
year for the number two position on
the team, and while not outstanding
runners, they have been consistent.
Dave Nickerson has been improving
slowly and has a chance of finishing
well up in the scoring. It seems unlikely, however, that Bates can overhaul either Maine or Bowdoin.
Colby has not the balance to do
much this year. In Quincy and Brown,
the latter a sophomore, they have
men who should do well but not extend the leaders too much. Colby
seems assured of fourth place.

Bridgton, In Strong
Finish, Downs Frosh
With the substitute halfback Giargiari sparking two last period touchdown drives, Bridgton Academy's
power-laden football team rolled to
an impressive 21-7 win over a riddled
freshman club last Friday afternoon
at Garcelon Field, thus doling out the
second straight setback to the Durgin
charges.
After the frosh had gamely fought
an uphill battle in the first half which
closed in a 7-7 deadlock, the preppers
blew the lid off and outmaneuvered
the plucky Garnet eleven. Early in
the first chapter after Jackie Joyce
had carried a Bridgton punt to the
Bates 40,. the frosh swung into offensive action and drove '43 yards on
seven plays, tvfb of them 15 yard
jaunts by Joyce. However, when the
chips were down, the Bridgton defense rose up and smote down everything that came their way, taking
over on downs on their own 17. Returning with a vengeance, the visitors ground out a couple of first
downs before losing the ball on a
lateral pass play that went astray
on the Green and White's 38. Paced
by lied Barry and Joyce the frosh
again went deep into dangerous ter(Contlnued on pag. four)
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Team Trims Varsity

Last Friday at Brunswick the
Bates cross-country team was defeated by Bowdoin by the score of 21-37.
Hillman. Benjamin and Carey of
Bowdoin finished In a triple tie for
first place. These three assumed the
lead at the mile mark and pulled
away from the pack to assume a
commanding lead at the finish. Bert
Smith was the first Bates man to finish, coming in fourth, -'.iisely follow
ed by Gordon Corbett and John
Grimes, fifth and sixth respectively.
Finishing in the first five for both
teams were Jones and Newhouse of
The Bears were not in the least
Bowdoin, eighth and ninth, and Nick- daunted and cutne back to score
crson and Sawyer of Bates, tenth and within the next five minutes. After
twelfth respectively.
the quarter ended on the kick-off folSummary: First (triple tie) Hill(Continued on page four)
man Bo, Carey Bo, Benjamin, Bo;
fourth, Smith B; fifth, Corbett B;
sixth, Grimes B; seventh, Jones Bo;
eighth, Newhouse Bo; ninth, Bowcn
Bo; tenth, Nlckerson B; eleventh,
McClcnnan, Bo; twelfth, Sawyer B;
thirteenth, Warren Bo; fourteenth,
TEL. H10
AUBURN, ME.
Roberta B.

Norris-Hayden
LAUNDRY
Agent

While In Town
Have Your Meals At

RICHARD HORTON '42

FRANGEDAKIS
RESTAURANT

HOOD'S
DELICIOUS ICS CREAM

Where BATES People Meet
165 Main St.,

Lewiston

>"

Drop Into
QUALITY SHOP

Now Being Sold at

YOUR BATES COLLEGE 8TORB

r<c\

143 College St. • 8 mln. from Campus
Featuring Hamburg 8andwlohaa
Hot Doge and Toaatad 8andwlchea
Have You Tried Our Bile* Coffee?

YOUR JEWELER

The Parker Pen Company, Janeavllle, Wisconsin
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Tel. 2143-2144-3272
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Bowdoin X-Country
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T. J. Murphy Fur Co.
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HARLAN STURGIS '43 is one of the
big factors in the smooth efficiency
of the current Bobcat eleven. Formerly a blocking back, "Sturge" was
converted to a ptvot man this season to fill a weak spot. His steady,
dependable work has fooled observers
into thinking that he Is a veteran
center of many years' experience.

.The Bqbcats opened their State
Series campaign in convincing fashion at Garcelon Field, Saturday, by
declawing the Black Bears of the
University of Maine 13-6 before a
large crowd of chilled spectators.
The victory placed the erratic Bobcats in a first place tie with the
Colby Mules who made it a very sad
day for the bear tribe as a whole by
chilling the Polar Bears from Brunswick 14-6.
The day was an ideal one for the
players, being cold enough to put a
lot of snap into them, and both teams
went to work with a will in the opening quarter. After several indecisive
threats by both elevens, the Garnet
opened the scoring midway through
the first quarter on a drive of 80
yards.
Flanagan took HutchlnBon's
punt on his own 20 and ran it back
to the 35 and the Bobcats were off.
Del Johnson circled the Maine end
for gains of 18 and 12 yards and a
pair of first downs. Flanagan went off
tackle for 7 to put the ball on the
Blue 26. At this point Mickey Walker,
the sparkplug of the Garnet machine,
crashed the center of the Bear line
and went all the way to the Blue 16
for another first down. Johnson picked up four more and placed the ball
on the Maine 12 setting the stage for
the most well executed play of the
game—"the Joe-Joe Special". The
ball was snapped to Joe LaRochelle,
stubby fullback, who held it and delayed while his forwards opened up a
hole in the Maine line. Then with
Flanagan and Johnson faking a reverse, LaRochelle sneaked through
center, hiding the ball cleverly, and
went all the way for a touchdown, a
block by Shea clearing the last defender out of the way. The play was
so cleverly run off that the Maine
secondary, and most of the spectators
for that matter, did not know where
the ball was until the hard driving
Joe was to the one yard line. Slgsbee
went into the game to try for the
point but missed, leaving the score
6-0.
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Johnsons, Walker
Sparkle In Victory
Varsity Returns To
Early Season Form
In Decisive Win

however, the outstanding distance
man in Maine today. It is hard to
see anyone beating this Bowdoin boy
home. Carey and Benjamin are the
other Bowdoin men to bear watching.
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Pause •••
Go refreshed
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Lewiston Trust Co.
5*
LEWISTON, MAINE
We Solicit the Business of Bates Students

You'll welcome ice-cold Coca-Cola just as often and as surely
as thirst comes. You taste its quality, the quality of genuine
goodness. Ice-cold Coca-Cola gives you the taste that charms
and never cloys. You get the feel of complete refreshment,
buoyant refreshment. Thirst asks nothing more.
BOTTLED UNDER AUTHOUTY OF THE COCA-COIA COMPANY it

You trust its quality
COCA-COLA BOTTLING PLANTS INC.
39 Second St.
Auburn Maine
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Spofford Club

•Laburnum Grove'

AT THE THEATRES

ADRIENNI AMIS
filer of itage, tcreen and radio) vlilri
many training camps in her job at
Chairman of (ho Entertainment Commlttoo of tho Homo logion. A carton
of Choitorfioldi It a mighty welcome
(gift for tho man In camp.

EMPIRE

Wed • Thurs - Frt - Sat
Oct. 29, 30, 31, Nov. 1
Ann Sheridan and Jack Oakie
in "Navy Blues".
Sun - Mon - Tues - Nov. 2, 3, 4
Alice Faye and John Payne in
"Weekend in Havana".
AUBURN
Thura-Fri-Sat - Oct. 30, 31, Nov. 1
"Ladies in Retirement with Ida
Lupino and Luis Hayward and
■Hurry, Charlie, Hurry" ( with
Leon Errol and Lupe Velez.
Sun - Mon - Tues - Oct. 26, 27, 2»
Nov. 2r,3, 4, 5
"Texas" with WiUiam Holden
and Claim Trevor.

MAINE GAME

Follow the lead of Adrienne Ames and send
f the men in the camps the cigarette that's
{. Definitely MILDER and BETTER-TASTING
Everything about Chesterfield
is made for your pleasure and convenience ... from their fine, rightly blended
tobaccos to their easy-to-open cellophane jacket that keeps Chesterfield
always Fresher and Cooler-Smoking.
Buy a pack and try them.
You're sure to like them because the
big thing that's pushing Chesterfield
ahead all over the country is the
approval of smokers like yourself.
EVERYWHERE YOU GO

Copyright 1941.
LICCITT ft MYCM
TOBACCO Co.

A Bates Tradition

GEO. A. ROSS
SAY IT WITH ICE CREAM

BLM STREET
Bates 1904

JUDKINS
LAUNDRY

BOWDOIN GAME

BOBCAT BORN IN '75

(Continued from page three)
arm will probably keep him sidelined
except for those vital extra points.
Diminutive Tommy Flanagan, quarterback and signal caller, is practically irreplaceable in that Bates lineup. If Mickey Walker's newly aggravated shoulder injury heals sufficiently, he undoubtedly will be in at left
half where his kicking and passing is
invaluable. At the other half will be
either Arny Card, the speed-demon
from across the bridge, or Del Johnson whose apparent slowness is precisely that—apparent.

(Continued from page three)
only twice, by Dartmouth 20-0 and by
Rhode Island 13-0. Furthermore, we
defeated Massachusetts Aggies 26-0
and Norwich 7-0. In the following
year we had again seven games on
the docket and lost two, 28-0 to a
Harvard squad and 9-6 to Univ. of
Maine; but we overcame Arnold 2-0,
Norwich 34-0, Rhode Island 3-0, and
Bowdoln 30-0. Once more going into
the records we find a lone game with
West Point where the Cadets came
through with a 39-0 victory.
Prestige Rises
With Yale Tie
But in recent years we have attained almost national recognition by our
0-0 tie with Yale in 1932 and in 1939
when we held Harvard to a slim 20-0
score. In this latter battle our boys
brought fame to the Alma Mater by
their plucky and dogged playing and
the brilliant performance of Artie
Belliveau.
Even though It appears on paper
that Harvard or Dartmouth or West
Point ran up rather top heavy scores
it must be remembered that the
Bobcats were playing far out of their
class and that some of those fighting
Garnet teams were champions in
their own right. And so our Bates
elevens have progressed through the
years, winning some, losing perhaps
a few more, and tying occasionally,
but always fighting till the end of
the game.

The Bobcats are short on reserve
material but long on fight and grit.
People around here are already talklug about taking the series. Ducky
Pond and his boys have their eyes on
that goal, too.

INC.
1t3 Middle Street
BHIBT WORK A SPECIALTY

DINE and DANCE

Age*

at the

HOWARD BAKER '43

JOY INN
COLLEGE STREET

American-Chinese Restaurant

SHOE HOSPITAL
All Kind* of Shoe Repairing
*T Collect Street

Lewleton

Special Dally Dinner • SSo
All kinds of Chop 8usy to take out
80 Lisbon St. - Tel. • 1643 . Lswlston

Manufacturers National Bank
Lewiston Maine

(Continued from page three)
lowing the first score, the Bears
turned on the aerial attack and went
57 yards, were momentarily halted,
but came back to score after a partially blocked kick. Starting from
their 33 the Bears were unstoppable.
King went for four through the line
and Barrows added a couple more.
Norm Johnson was nabbed, being, in
the opinion of the officials, unnecessarily rough, and the Bobcats were
penalized 15 yards, giving the Pale
Blue a first down on the home club's
47. After a pair of plays had netted
little. King faded back and threw a
pass to Bob Nutter who, though
guarded by three Bobcats, managed
to get behind them and make a wonderful catch. This maneuver gave
the Blue a first down on the Bobcat
14 yard line. King tried two line
plays with a little success and then
threw a pass which Sturgis intercepted on his own 4 yard line, to give
the Bobcats a breather. However, on
the second play Walker tried to kick
from his end zone but Squires par
tially blocked and the pigskin went
only ten yards where Pollock took it
and was downed on the Garnet 12.
Two passes were incomplete but on
the third Hutchinson tossed to Ward
who was as wide open as the barn
door and scored easily to tie it up.
After some questionable officiating,
Hutchinson missed two tries for the
point and the score remained 6-6.

Tel. 4620

* NEW PLAID SKIRTS
• RICH CAMEL JACKETS

Assistant Cashier

Henry Nolin
Jewelry and Wstch Repairing
79 Lisbon Street

Telephone SIS

Fifty Yard Jaunt

The Bobkittens then took it upon
themselves to drive for the equaliser,
and, with Joyce carrying almost
alone they did just that. The key to
this march of 69 yards was a 50 yard
sprint by Joyce which gave the home
club a first down on the Bridgton 7.
Three plays later Joyce carried into
pay dirt on an off-tackle slant- Substitute McGuiness plunged for the
extra point and the old ball game
was deadlocked until the fourth period.
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Hate $1.98
Six hats roliled into one...,
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FLEECE LINED

Gloves $1 pr.
Fleece-lined

knitted

gloves

wffite or maize ... to keep you,
fingers warm as toast. Small,
dium, large.

me

100% WOOL

Socks $1 pr.
Black,

Red,

Beige,

Navy, White.

With gay peasant embroidery |
contrasting colors. Sizes 9 to 11.
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Up-to-the-minute Soda
Fountain. Air-Conditioned
Modern Booths
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Little happened in the third frame
besides a punting duel but, in the
fourth, the Green Wave started to roll
all over the field. A Bridgton punt
which went out on the focal 8 set the
stage for the first touchdown of the
period. The kittens lost a couple of
yards before punting out of apparent
danger. A bullet toss from Staff to
Ay ward gave the winners the ball on
the Bates 30. Staff drove through center for eight more yards and a first
UNION SQUARE
down. A two yard plunge, an offside
penalty against the defenders, and
LEWISTON
TEL. 1353
two short plunges by Staff and Giargiari netted another first down on the
eight. Giargiari then batted his way
across on two four yard bucks and SOCIAL WORK
(Continued from page two}
Bridgton led ' 14-7 when Scatalini
This meant a lot to five year old
place-kicked another point after.
Polly who had never seen a cow or a
Giargiari Injured
chicken or a red barn.
In Last Blitz
And these war" iust a few of tt>»
This wasn't all that happened for, experiences whi
late in the game, the visitors rallied observations. Ir
for another score, this time marching not making s
65 yards. Driving down from the reople, but rat
Bridgton 35, Giagiari single handedly them to work
way out of
carried to the Garnet 30 before he their difficult
We saw that
was injured and carried off the field. the Lady Bour
went out and
Staff replaced him and passed and threw penniei
mob from a
ran his team to its third touchdown. good safe disi
is not around
Scatalini kept his record perfect by today. Throui
2 week of »c'
splitting the uprights again. Before tual work w
work agencr
another sequence of plays could get In a city full
.• but also »>D>
under way the gong hacTsounded and plenty of wc
.one, we be?""
the afternoon's activities concluded. to realize tnai ...
just this oM
Joyce was easily the outstanding agency in this one city, but ratter.
Garnet individualist while Staff, Giar- those all over the country are aiding
giari, Ayward and Scatalini had to people in all kinds of ways to get »°
share the honors for Bridgton.
their feet, not only financially. w
socially and emotionally as well

Central Optical Co.
BILL

to cheer their team .
smartly, warmly and defi

Black, Brown, Navy, Timber Green
Soldier .Blue, -Kelley, j^

Joyce Turns in

Maroon Knitted MUFFLER And
GLOVE SETS

ft I • ft £

ELMER W. CAMPBELL, '27

(Continued from page three)
ritory before a fumble blocked their
second grand scoring opportunity on
the five yard line. This fumble marked the end of the Garnet hopes for,
following it, Bridgton unleashed a
savage march of 94 yards which cli
maxed in the game's initial six pointer. Dean passing to Cyrus for the
score. Scatalini converted to send
Bridgton into a short-lived 7-0 lead.

For the Bowdoin Game

For the Bobcats it was a glorious
opener in the State Series and it
marked the third straight setback by
Bates for the Bear. This win evened
the standing in this old rivalry at 25
wins for each with five ties. The
Pondmen richly deserved the win as

AT
AUBURN

BOVVDoiN,

ARTISTIC MEM0BIAL8

Evens Alt-Time
Series, 25-25

10 Park 8t

TO

SATURDAY;
And collegiennej will a,,.

V^rTSB-^T^?

OLENWOOD BAKERY

.

they played good, smart football. The
linemen ripped the Maine line to ribbons a good part of the game, opening holes big enough to drive an army
tank through. The backs ran well and
generally took advantage of their
blocking.

ON

BRIDGTON-FROSH GAME

WARD'

THE HOME OF TASTY PASTRIES

340 COURT ST.

rious, somewhat gullible, and completely genuine performance. Inspector Stark, portrayed by Robert MacFarlane '**, gives an excellent characterization of the typical sly Scotland .Yard inspector* His presence
adds to the mystery running through
the entire play. Another officer of the
law. Sergeant Morris, is portrayed b>
Benjamin Hunter '42, whose we 1
known basso porfundo does not help
in clearing the situation until practically the very last line of the play.
This cast Is under the guidance of
Miss Lavinia Schaeffer and of Dorothy Matbews '42. Miss Mathews, who
heretofore, has exerted her energies
in the acting department of the Robinson Players, is aiding Miss SchaefI'e. as student director.
There will be two performances of
"Laburnum Grove", one on Thursday,
the other on Friday evening, Nov. 6
and 7. There are still a few seats
available for these perfonrJfinces.
There is no certainty that there will
be tickets sold at the door because
the demand appears to be greater
than the capacity of the Little
1 heatre.

For Coach Pond it was a satisfying
win. It marked his entrance into the
State Series, and marked it with a
fine win. He saw his boys play the
kind of football they are capable of,
Walker, Card
the kind they played against Tufts
Spark Drive
Back came the Pondmen with a and New Hampshire.
rush. Card and Walker carried the
For the Blue from Orono it must
offensive burden as they moved 55
have been a discouraging defeat.
yards for the winning score. Card
They Just didn't have it. It is probtried two line plays and then a Walkable that the tough game with the
er to LaRochelle pass netted them a
University of Connecticut the week
first down on the Maine 40. Card
before softened them up a bit
went 15 off tackle, Walker added 1
more through center, LaRochelle was
For the Bobcats, Walker stoorl o-t
stopped without gain, and then Card head and shoulders above the crowd.
went all the way to the Maine < off Playing with an injured shoulder,
tackle. Walker capped the march Mickey ran well, passed well, and
when he ripped between guard and took the deliberate pounding that the
tackle, was momentarily halted, but Maine eleven was handing him on his
tore loose to score standing up. pass plays with a grin like a true
I
Sigsbee again tried for the point and champion. Later the grin turned Into]I
this time came through to make the the last laugh when the final gun
score 13-6 in favor of the Bobcats at sounded. Nor can we overlook the
the half.
work of little Joe LaRochelle, Arnold
The second half was comparatively Card, or Del Johnson in the Bobcat
backfleld. In the line Norm Johnson
quiet after the wild opening sessions.
and Sturgis caught this writer's eye
The Bobcats threatened continuously
most often.
j
but never could get the final drive to
add to their margin. The Blue never
got any closer than the Bates 34 yard
line during the rest of the game. They
threw numerous passes, completed a
few, made a couple of sustained
ground attacks, but never could get a
scoring march under way.

victor ficBluebir
Popular Records

Seavey 's

(Continued from page ons)
(Continued from page one)
At a later date Carl Sandburg was
of the frivolous and giddy Mrs. given a reception by the club, and
Baxly.
. about 1935 Denham Sutcliffe, now an
Mervin Alembik '44 plays the part mstructor here, was chosen chairman
of Joe Fletten, the gardener.
Mr.
of the organization.
Alembik adds to his naturally British
Touay the Spofford Club aims at
accent a bit of cockney which helps the advancement of creative writing
to establish further the English atin essays, short stories, poetry, and
mosphere. He skillfully gains the
plays, within the student body. It codislike of the other characters and
ordinates, of course, with the "Garshows clearly that he is of a lower
net" staff in the collection and judgsocial standard, both with bis accent
ment of literary material. The memand his entire bearing.
bers now amount to a body of fifteen
Mrs. Radfern. the wife of the leading character, is played by Eleanor and hold regular monthly meetings.
Here the college has a group
Davis '42, who is kept in the dark
founded to commemorate a man of
even more than the rest of the cast
great merit—a living and progressive
as regards to her husband's schemes.
memorial to his work and to his brief
She fits into the part of mother and
wife quite convincingly, giving a se- life.
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